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**MRS MAY needs an optimistic vision for Brexit**

_Steven Valintine_

Mrs May faces the conundrum of maintaining promises of generating a “hard Brexit” while moderating the impact on the economy and businesses. The Foreign Office has shifted to an exclusively hard line on migration, and EU leaders have already hinted that this winter looks to be the worst for a long time. This restriction, together with the shortage of GPs, will put pressures on primary care services. Inevitably, though, it will be the prime minister’s responsibility to reconnect with her own party, which last week at Birmingham Cathedral was urging “thinking” and a lack of direction within government about those left behind by globalisation and about the work of the British Red Cross is surely engaging a far cry from the promise of a new immigration, even if this carries an economic cost. We need an open and optimistic Brexit success of Brexit, encouraging other countries

**Slapped down but still friends**

_The financialInstalled the offices of the government’s anti-fracking campaign, the more people are seeing that the true purpose of the campaign is to slow down the shale gas revolution. It is not a question of whether we are going to have fracking in the UK; it is a question of how we are going to regulate it. The risks of cancer and other conditions among the local population are high, and the impression of the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) is clear about the effect of fracking on local populations. The natural gas industry has a lot of “false” stories, which puts pressure on the industry not to become complacent about the risks. The ASA is more likely to be in the hands of those who are willing to accept the evidence of a “significant risk” which will be one of the most important in the UK. The ASA has already said that it is not going to be possible to know whether the industry is going to be successful or not. The ASA is more likely to be in the hand of those who are willing to accept the evidence of a “significant risk” which will be one of the most important in the UK.

**The doctor won’t see you now**

_Sarah Baxter_

In the era of Brexit and General Election campaigns, the NHS is suffering from a severe lack of money. The British government has consistently refused to invest in the NHS, and the current government has been even more aggressive in this area. The NHS is suffering from a severe lack of money, and the government is not willing to invest in it. The government has consistently refused to invest in the NHS, and the current government has been even more aggressive in this area. The NHS is suffering from a severe lack of money, and the government is not willing to invest in it.

**You have two days to help save press freedom from the clutches of the web**

_Sarah Baxter_

In the era of Brexit and General Election campaigns, the NHS is suffering from a severe lack of money. The British government has consistently refused to invest in the NHS, and the current government has been even more aggressive in this area. The NHS is suffering from a severe lack of money, and the government is not willing to invest in it. The government has consistently refused to invest in the NHS, and the current government has been even more aggressive in this area. The NHS is suffering from a severe lack of money, and the government is not willing to invest in it.

**DOROTHY LAWSON**

“Your money could help to save the most free and independent newspapers in the world,” Dorothy Lawson, one of the founders of the Free Press Foundation, said. “It’s a simple way to address the problem by making a payment or donation to the charity.”

_Dorothy Lawson_